
New Mexico Instructional Scope
7th Grade Informational Text Guide

The purpose of this tool is to help educators understand each of the grade level standards and how those standards 
connect to the students’ overall preparation for college and career readiness. 

Standards are defined as the most critical prerequisite skills and knowledge. This document is color-coded to reflect 
both anchor and priority standards. Though previous emphasis was placed on priority standards to address lost learning 
due to COVID-19, New Mexico teachers should note that moving forward, while priority standards allow for acceleration 
of learning, all standards should be addressed in instruction throughout the school year. 

In this guide you will find: 
● A breakdown of each of the grade level standards within the literature strand, including:

○ Vertical alignment guidance
○ Essential vocabulary related to the standard
○ Identification of anchor standards as identified by the CCSS and priority standards as identified by 

NMPED
● Sample aligned assessment items
● Companion resources guides that address:

○ Planning Literacy Instruction with MLSS Guide
○ Choosing a Complex Text
○ Text Dependent Questions with Complex Texts
○ Vocabulary Instruction with Complex Texts
○ Speaking, Listening, and Writing
○ Differentiating Support for All Learners
○ Cross-Curricular Connections with Literacy
○ Cultural and Linguistic Responsiveness in Literacy

https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Planning-Literacy-Instruction-with-MLSS-Guide.pdf
https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Resource-Guide-Choosing-a-Complex-Text.pdf
https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Resource-Guide-Text-Dependent-Questions.pdf
https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Resource-Guide-Vocabulary-Instruction.pdf
https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Resource-Guide-Speaking-Listening-Writing.pdf
https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Resource-Guide-Differentiating-to-Support-All-Learners.pdf
https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/7th-Grade-Cross-Curricular-Connections.pdf
https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Cultural-and-Linguistic-Relevance-Resource-Guide.pdf
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Key 

 

Anchor  
Standard 

Anchor standards, as identified by the Common Core, are denoted with an anchor icon. Anchor 
standards are the fundamental skills we want students to have when they graduate.  The College and 
Career Ready (CCR) and grade-specific standards are necessary complements—the former providing 
broad standards, the latter providing additional specificity—that together define the skills and 
understandings that all students must demonstrate. Anchor standards appear from Kindergarten to 
12th grade and are aligned to what colleges and workplaces expect students to be able to do. 

 
Priority  

Standard 

Priority standards, as identified by NMPED, are denoted with red highlighting. Priority standards are 
the most critical prerequisite skills and knowledge a student needs. This does not mean that these are 
only standards required to be taught, just these are the standards that will allow for the acceleration 
the students of New Mexico need during this time.  

 

STANDARDS BREAKDOWN 
● Key Ideas and Details 

○ CCSS.RI.7.1 
○ CCSS.RI.7.2 
○ CCSS.RI.7.3 

● Craft and Structure 
○ CCSS.RI.7.4 
○ CCSS.RI.7.5 
○ CCSS.RI.7.6 

● Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
○ CCSS.RI.7.7 
○ CCSS.RI.7.8 
○ CCSS.RI.7.9 
○ NMSS.7.1 
○ NMSS.7.2 

● Range of Reading Level and Text Complexity 
○ CCSS.RI.7.10 
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RI.7.1 

 

Anchor Standard: Key Ideas and Details  
R.1: Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it; cite 

specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the text. 

Grade CCSS Domain CCSS Strand 

7 Reading: Informational (RI) Key Ideas and Details 

Standard Vertical Alignment 

Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis 
of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn 
from the text. 

Previous Grades:  
RI.1.1, RI.2.1, RI.3.1, RI.4.1, 
RI.5.1, RI.6.1  

Future Grades: 
RI.8.1, RI.9-10.1, RI.11-12.1  

Clarification Statement Vocabulary for Teacher Development 

Students use multiple (3-5) pieces of evidence from the 
text to support their analyses of what the text directly and 
indirectly states. 

● analysis – a detailed examination of the 
components of a subject to understand its 
meaning and/or nature as a whole 

● explicit, explicitly – stated clearly and 
directly, leaving no room for confusion or 
interpretation 

● inference – a conclusion derived from logical 
reasoning following an investigation of 
available evidence 

● text – anything that students can read, write, 
view, listen to, or explore, including books, 
photographs, films, articles, music, art, and 
more 

● textual evidence – evidence found within a 
particular text used to support or explain 
conclusions, opinions, and/or assertions 
about the text itself 

Students Who Demonstrate Understanding Can... 

● identify evidence (phrases, words or statements) that most strongly supports the central idea of a text. 
● determine what textual evidence supports the character trait of a main character. 
● determine how characters respond to events in a story. 
● cite textual evidence via paraphrasing or direct quotes, including page/paragraph numbers, to support an idea 

in a text. 
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RI.7.2 

 

Anchor Standard: Key Ideas and Details  
R.2: Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; summarize the key 

supporting details and ideas. 

Grade CCSS Domain CCSS Strand 

7 Reading: Informational (RI) Key Ideas and Details 

Standard Vertical Alignment 

Determine two or more central ideas in a text and analyze 
their development over the course of the text; provide an 
objective summary of the text 

Previous Grades:  
RI.1.2, RI.2.2, RI.3.2, RI.4.2, 
RI.5.2, RI.6.2  

Future Grades: 
RI.8.2, RI.9-10.2, RI.11-12.2  

Clarification Statement Vocabulary for Teacher Development 

Students establish the theme of a literary text and 
examine its progression throughout the text. Using the 
theme and key details, students summarize the text, being 
sure to omit any personal opinions or bias. 

● analyze – to critically examine the 
components of a subject to understand its 
meaning and/or nature as a whole 

● central idea – the unifying concept within an 
informational text to which other elements 
and ideas relate 

● objective summary – a brief account of a 
text’s central or main points, themes, or 
ideas that is free of bias, prejudice, and 
personal opinion and does not incorporate 
outside information 

● summary/summarize – a brief statement of 
the main points of a larger work or text; the 
act of providing such a statement or account 

● text – anything that students can read, write, 
view, listen to, or explore, including books, 
photographs, films, articles, music, art, and 
more 

● theme – the subject or underlying meaning 
that a literary text directly or indirectly 
explains, develops, and/or explores  

Students Who Demonstrate Understanding Can... 

● determine more than one central idea of a text. 
● identify the topic sentence for a summary of a text. 
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● analyze the theme of a text and describe how a character's actions help to develop it. 
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RI.7.3 

 

Anchor Standard: Key Ideas and Details  
R.3: Analyze how and why individuals, events, or ideas develop and interact over the course of a text. 

Grade CCSS Domain CCSS Strand 

7 Reading: Informational (RI) Key Ideas and Details 

Standard Vertical Alignment 

 Analyze the interactions between individuals, events, and 
ideas in a text (e.g., how ideas influence individuals or 
events, or how individuals influence ideas or events). 

Previous Grades:  
RI.1.3, RI.2.3, RI.3.3, RI.4.3, 
RI.5.3, RI.6.3  

Future Grades: 
RI.8.3, RI.9-10.3, RI.11-12.3  

Clarification Statement Vocabulary for Teacher Development 

Students analyze the relationship between specific people, 
events, and concepts in a text to explain how they interact 
with and affect each other. For example, how ideas 
influence individuals or events, or how individuals 
influence ideas or events. 

● analyze – to critically examine the 
components of a subject to understand its 
meaning and/or nature as a whole 

● event – a thing that happens; an occurrence  
● text – anything that students can read, write, 

view, listen to, or explore, including books, 
photographs, films, articles, music, art, and 
more 

Students Who Demonstrate Understanding Can... 

● determine how information in a text will be used. 
● analyze how an author connects ideas. 
● explain how an author presents contrasting information in a text. 
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RI.7.4 

 

Anchor Standard: Craft and Structure 
R.4: Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical, connotative, 

and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape meaning or tone.  

Grade CCSS Domain CCSS Strand 

7 Reading: Informational (RI) Craft and Structure 

Standard Vertical Alignment 

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 
used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and 
technical meanings; analyze the impact of a specific word 
choice on meaning and tone. 

Previous Grades:  
RI.1.4, RI.2.4, RI.3.4, RI.4.4, 
RI.5.4, RI.6.4  

Future Grades: 
RI.8.4, RI.9-10.4, RI.11-12.4  

Clarification Statement Vocabulary for Teacher Development 

Students examine the text to understand the meaning of 
words or phrases using the context to inform their 
thinking. Students analyze how a word chosen by the 
author affects the meaning and tone of text. 

● analyze – to critically examine the 
components of a subject to understand its 
meaning and/or nature as a whole  

● phrase(s) – a small group of words 
representing a conceptual unit, containing 
either a subject or a verb, but not both. Both 
a subject and a verb would constitute a 
clause (e.g., “Running through the forest, she 
breathed in the fresh, crisp air.”) 

● text – anything that students can read, write, 
view, listen to, or explore, including books, 
photographs, films, articles, music, art, and 
more 

● tone – the attitude an author takes toward 
the subject or topic of a text, generally 
revealed through word choice, perspective, 
or point of view 

Students Who Demonstrate Understanding Can... 

● determine the meaning of words from context. 
● highlight or underline the parts of the text that offer information about the word and write a possible 

definition for their word. 
● identify alternative words that may have similar meaning. 
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RI.7.5 

 

Anchor Standard: Craft and Structure 
R.5:  Analyze the structure of texts, including how specific sentences, paragraphs, and larger portions of the 

text (e.g., a section, chapter, scene, or stanza) relate to each other and the whole.  

Grade CCSS Domain CCSS Strand 

7 Reading: Informational (RI) Craft and Structure 

Standard Vertical Alignment 

Analyze the structure an author uses to organize a text, 
including how the major sections contribute to the whole 
and to the development of the ideas. 

Previous Grades:  
RI.1.5, RI.2.5, RI.3.5, RI.4.5, 
RI.5.5, RI.6.5  

Future Grades: 
RI.8.5, RI.9-10.5, RI.11-12.5  

Clarification Statement Vocabulary for Teacher Development 

Students examine the organizational structure of a text, 
including how chapters or subsections add to the overall 
text and to the progression of its ideas.  

● analyze – to critically examine the 
components of a subject to understand its 
meaning and/or nature as a whole 

● text – anything that students can read, write, 
view, listen to, or explore, including books, 
photographs, films, articles, music, art, and 
more 

Students Who Demonstrate Understanding Can... 

● understand how sections contribute to the development of ideas in a text. 
● identify clues in topic sentences that tell us about the text’s structure. 
● create a diagram of the text’s structure and annotate the diagram, explaining how each major section 

contributes to the text as a whole and to the development of ideas. 
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RI.7.6 

 

Anchor Standard: Craft and Structure 
R.6: Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content and style of a text. 

Grade CCSS Domain CCSS Strand 

7 Reading: Informational (RI) Craft and Structure 

Standard Vertical Alignment 

Determine an author's point of view or purpose in a text 
and analyze how the author distinguishes his or her 
position from that of others. 

Previous Grades:  
RI.1.6, RI.2.6, RI.3.6, RI.4.6, 
RI.5.6, RI.6.6  

Future Grades: 
RI.8.6, RI.9-10.6, RI.11-12.6  

Clarification Statement Vocabulary for Teacher Development 

Students establish the author’s beliefs about a subject or 
their reason for writing a text (to inform, persuade, 
entertain, describe) and explain how the author makes 
their point of view unique or noteworthy. 

● analyze – to critically examine the 
components of a subject to understand its 
meaning and/or nature as a whole 

● point of view – a narrator’s, writer’s, or 
speaker’s position with regard to the events 
of a narrative; one’s stance on events or 
information given their orientation 
(physically and/or mentally) to the events or 
information; the vantage point 

● purpose – the reason for a particular action 
or creation (e.g., literary work or speech); 
the reason for which something exists (e.g., 
to persuade, to inform, to express, and/or to 
entertain) 

● text – anything that students can read, write, 
view, listen to, or explore, including books, 
photographs, films, articles, music, art, and 
more 

Students Who Demonstrate Understanding Can... 

● compare two authors’ points of view or purposes and analyze how the authors shape and present their 
information. 

● reference words, phrases, sentences, and passages that reveal the author’s point of view or purpose. 
● explain how the author used a text to distinguish his or her position from that of others 
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RI.7.7 

 

Anchor Standard: Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
R.7: Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats, including visually and 

quantitatively, as well as in words. 

Grade CCSS Domain CCSS Strand 

7 Reading: Informational (RI) Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

Standard Vertical Alignment 

Compare and contrast a text to an audio, video, or 
multimedia version of the text, analyzing each medium's 
portrayal of the subject (e.g., how the delivery of a speech 
affects the impact of the words). 

Previous Grades:  
RI.1.7, RI.2.7, RI.3.7, RI.4.7, 
RI.5.7, RI.6.7  

Future Grades: 
RI.8.7, RI.9-10.7, RI.11-12.7  

Clarification Statement Vocabulary for Teacher Development 

Students explain how a written version of a text is similar 
to and different from an audio, video, or multimedia 
version of the same text. They analyze how each of these 
different versions depicts the subject. For example, how 
the delivery in an audio recording of a speech affects the 
impact of the written words. 

● analyze – to critically examine the 
components of a subject to understand its 
meaning and/or nature as a whole 

● compare – in a general sense, this is to 
measure or note the similarities and 
differences between or among objects, 
people, etc.; however, when used together 
with contrast, this refers to the highlighting 
of the ways in which two or more objects, 
people, etc. are alike or similar 

Students Who Demonstrate Understanding Can... 

● create summary statements explaining how two versions of a text are similar and different. 
● highlight words that have an emotional impact on the listener or viewer of an audio/video recording that is 

different from the impact when the words are read silently. 
● analyze how the produced adaptation of the original is similar to or different from the original. 
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RI.7.8 

 

Anchor Standard: Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
R.8: Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, including the validity of the 

reasoning as well as the relevance and sufficiency of the evidence.  

Grade CCSS Domain CCSS Strand 

7 Reading: Informational (RI) Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

Standard Vertical Alignment 

Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a 
text, assessing whether the reasoning is sound and the 
evidence is relevant and sufficient to support the claims. 

Previous Grades:  
RI.1.8, RI.2.8, RI.3.8, RI.4.8, 
RI.5.8, RI.6.8  

Future Grades: 
RI.8.8, RI.9-10.8, RI.11-12.8  

Clarification Statement Vocabulary for Teacher Development 

Students follow and assess the argument and specific 
claims made in a text by judging if the reasons provided 
are relevant and if the evidence used is applicable and 
sufficient enough for supporting the claims. 

● argument – value statement(s) supported by 
evidence whose purpose is to persuade or 
explain 

● claim(s) – an assertion(s) of the truth of 
something, often a value statement; 
generally, an author uses evidence to 
support the assertion of truth 

● evaluate – to determine quality or value 
after careful analysis or investigation  

● evidence – facts and/or information (quotes, 
statistics, graphs, etc.) presented together as 
a body of support for a claim or value 
statement 

● reasons/reasoning – an explanation or 
justification for a claim, action, or value 
statement; the process of thinking through 
an argument, forming judgments, and 
drawing conclusions using a process of logic  

● relevant – closely connected or appropriate 
to what is being done or considered 

● sound – based on reason, sense or judgment 
● sufficient – enough or adequate 
● text – anything that students can read, write, 

view, listen to, or explore, including books, 
photographs, films, articles, music, art, and 
more 
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Students Who Demonstrate Understanding Can... 

● identify sufficient evidence that supports a claim. 
● determine if the author has used enough relevant evidence to support their claims. 
● list the criteria for evaluating whether reasoning is sound and evidence is relevant and sufficient. 
● create a rubric that they use when reading arguments and claims. 
● differentiate between valid and invalid claims using sound reasoning and evidence. 
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RI.7.9 

 

Anchor Standard: Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
R.9: Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics in order to build knowledge or to 

compare the approaches the authors take. 

Grade CCSS Domain CCSS Strand 

7 Reading: Informational (RI) Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

Standard Vertical Alignment 

Analyze how two or more authors writing about the same 
topic shape their presentations of key information by 
emphasizing different evidence or advancing different 
interpretations of facts. 

Previous Grades:  
RI.1.9, RI.2.9, RI.3.9, RI.4.9, 
RI.5.9, RI.6.9  

Future Grades: 
RI.8.9, RI.9-10.9, RI.11-12.9  

Clarification Statement Vocabulary for Teacher Development 

Students compare how multiple authors writing on the 
same topic strategically structure their key information by 
placing a strong emphasis on certain evidence or 
promoting certain interpretations of facts. 

● analyze – to critically examine the 
components of a subject to understand its 
meaning and/or nature as a whole  

● evidence – facts and/or information (quotes, 
statistics, graphs, etc.) presented together as 
a body of support for a claim or value 
statement 

● interpretations – explanations or 
representations of what is obscure or 
unknown based upon the viewer’s/reader’s 
understanding of the information and/or 
topic; multiple interpretations are often 
possible based on information provided and 
the format/medium of presentation 

● topic – the subject or matter being discussed 
or written about in a text, speech, etc. 

Students Who Demonstrate Understanding Can... 

● determine how authors present information on the same topic but emphasize different ideas. 
● compare two authors’ points of view or purposes and analyze how the authors shape and present their 

information. 
● write conclusion statements about how an event or person is presented in a positive or negative way by 

different authors. 
● assess the author's bias in each text to understand the author's perspective on the subject. 
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7.1 
Grade NMSS Domain 

7 Reading: Informational Text (RI) 

Standard Vertical Alignment 

Students in Grade 7 will distinguish between primary and 
secondary sources. 

Previous Grades:  
6.1  

Future Grades: 
8.1  

Clarification Statement Vocabulary for Teacher Development 

Students can distinguish between primary and secondary 
sources and understand the defining characteristics of 
each and how they should be used in understanding a 
topic.  

● primary source – immediate, first-hand 
account of a topic, from people who had a 
direct connection with it 

● secondary source – a text that comments 
on, interprets, or discusses primary sources; 
documents written after an event has 
occurred by someone who was not present  

Students Who Demonstrate Understanding Can... 

● identify the key characteristics of a primary source and secondary source. 
● compare a primary source and secondary source on the same topic and analyze the difference in tone, 

structure and point of view. 
● choose a current topic and identify a primary and secondary source for that topic, describing the criteria they 

used to distinguish each. 
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7.2 
Grade NMSS Domain 

7 Reading: Informational Text (RI) 

Standard Vertical Alignment 

Students in Grade 7 will describe how the media use 
propaganda, bias, and stereotyping to influence 
audiences. 

Previous Grades:  
6.2  

Future Grades: 
8.2  

Clarification Statement Vocabulary for Teacher Development 

Students can explain how the media use specific 
techniques of propaganda, bias and stereotyping to 
influence an audience’s perception of a topic. 

● bias – prejudice in favor of or against one 
thing, person, or group compared with 
another, usually in a way considered to be 
unfair  

● media – various means of communication 
such as newspaper, television, and the 
Internet 

● propaganda – information, especially of a 
biased or misleading nature, used to 
promote or publicize a particular political 
cause or point of view 

● stereotyping – using a set idea about what a 
particular type of person is like, especially an 
idea that is wrong 

Students Who Demonstrate Understanding Can... 

● differentiate between propaganda, bias and stereotyping and identify and analyze examples of each.  
● compare two media coverages of the same topic and identify the use or lack thereof of propaganda, bias and 

stereotyping in each.  
● analyze how specific word choice, graphics, pictures, headlines, etc. are used to influence an audience in a 

given text. 
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RI.7.10 

 

Anchor Standard: Range of Reading Level and Text Complexity 
R.10:  Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently. 

Grade CCSS Domain CCSS Strand 

7 Reading: Informational (RI) Range of Reading Level and Text 
Complexity 

Standard Vertical Alignment 

By the end of the year, read and comprehend literary 
nonfiction in the grades 6-8 text complexity band 
proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end 
of the range. 

Previous Grades:  
RI.1.10, RI.2.10, RI.3.10, 
RI.4.10, RI.5.10, RI.6.10 

Future Grades: 
RI.8.10, RI.9-10.10, RI.11-
12.10  

Clarification Statement Vocabulary for Teacher Development 

By the end of grade 7, students competently read and 
understand informational texts within the 6-8 text 
complexity band (Lexile: 925-1185). They are able to 
read independently for an extended time. Students 
make connections to their background knowledge and 
relevant experiences to engage with text. 

● independently – on one’s own, without aid 
from another (such as a teacher)  

● informational text – a nonfiction text whose 
purpose is to provide information about or 
explain a topic (e.g., infographic, 
advertisement, documentary film, etc.)  

● proficient/proficiently – competent, skilled, 
and/or showing knowledge and aptitude in 
doing something; the level at which one is able 
to complete a particular skill, such as reading 
complex texts, with success 

● text – anything that students can read, write, 
view, listen to, or explore, including books, 
photographs, films, articles, music, art, and 
more 

● text complexity band – stratification of the 
levels of intricacy and/or difficulty of texts, 
corresponding to associated grade levels (2-3, 
4-5, 6-8, 9-10, 11-12) determined by three 
factors: 1) qualitative dimensions (levels of 
meaning, language complexity as determined 
by the attentive reader), 2) quantitative 
dimensions (word length and frequency, 
sentence length, and cohesion), and 3) reader 
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and task considerations (factors related to a 
specific reader such as motivation, background 
knowledge, persistence; others associated with 
the task itself such as the purpose or demands 
of the task itself) 

Students Who Demonstrate Understanding Can... 

● use a strategy or keep a purpose in mind to monitor their comprehension. 
● choose an annotation tool and mark passages for new learning and confusions. 
● note new ideas learned and questions raised about the topic after reading a text. 
● monitor their comprehension by stopping as they are reading and asking themselves questions throughout 

the text. 
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ASSESSMENT GUIDE 

● Constructed Response Assessment Task aligned to RI.7.1 and RI.7.2 
● Constructed Response Assessment Task aligned to RI.7.4 

○ Evidence of Text Complexity and Cultural and Linguistic Responsiveness 
○ VABB Analysis with Example Questions and Exemplar Student Responses 
○ Example MLSS Universal Supports 

● Multiple Choice Assessment Items 
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Grade CCSS Domain CCSS Strand 

6 Reading: Informational (RI) Key Ideas and Details 

RI.7.1 
RI.7.2 

 

Sample Task #1 (Constructed Response) 

After reading “Santorio Santorio and the Thermometer” by Robert Mulcahy, students must respond to the 
prompt:  
What was Santorio Santorio like as a person? Make a claim about what kind of person he was and defend 
your claim using evidence from the text. 

Exemplar Student Responses 

A strong student response where the student does the thinking and references text evidence will include 
most of the following points:  

● Santorio’s inventions were focused on improving diagnoses for patients so that doctors could treat 
accordingly. The thermometer is a good example: “Santorio knew the thermometer would enable 
doctors to determine a person’s temperature exactly, making both diagnosis and treatment more 
precise.” 

● Santorio also invented the pulsilogium to improve the accuracy of measuring a patient’s pulse. For 
both the thermometer and the pulsilogium, Santorio kept working to improve, showing 
determination and commitment to reach his goal of improving lives. 

● Santorio invented a bathing bag for those unable to get out of bed, further showing he was 
committed to making those suffering more comfortable. 

● Santorio also introduced a way of removing bladder stones. 
● He taught at the university, wanting to share his knowledge with others. 
● He willed all of his money to schools, charities, and scientific endeavors. 

DOK Blooms 

Level 3 Analyzing 

Possible Aligned Language Objectives  Possible Misconceptions 

● Students will cite textual evidence to support 
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well 
as inferences drawn from the text that will 
help form the basis of their claim (i.e. 
“Someone who does X is an X type of person”).  

● Students will analyze the interaction between 
the individual (Santorio) and the effect of his 
actions on others.  

● Students may focus on their opinions of Santorio 
Santorio’s acts rather than focus on textual 
evidence to support their claim. 

● Students may cite weak evidence to support their 
claim instead of stronger pieces of evidence. 
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Grade CCSS Domain CCSS Strand 

7 Reading: Informational (RI) Craft and Structure 

RI.7.4 

Sample Task #2 (Constructed Response) 

After reading “The Boston Massacre” from revolutionaryspaces.org students must answer:  
What is the meaning of the word “disperse” as it is used in paragraph 2? What context clues help you 
determine the word’s meaning? 

Exemplar Student Responses 

A strong response would include some or all of the following:  
● “Disperse” in paragraph 2 of Passage 1 means “drive off.” The soldiers wanted to drive off the 

crowds. The context clue “gathered townspeople” tells us that the people are together in a group as 
does the phrase “more colonists gathered”. The sentence tells us that the sentry couldn’t “disperse” 
the group but could “defend themselves” which is what they might have to do if the group stayed 
together. 

DOK Blooms 

Level 1 Understanding 

Possible Aligned Language Objectives  Possible Misconceptions 

● Students will determine the meaning of a word 
as it is used in a text. 

● Students will provide textual evidence to 
support their determination of a word’s 
meaning. 

● Students may think that “disperse” means “attack” 
as it is posited as an alternative to “defending 
themselves”. 
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RI.7.4 

Evidence of Text Complexity and Cultural and Linguistic Responsiveness  

Text Summary and evidence of Complexity:  
● This is an informational text that describes the historical events that occurred leading to the 

Boston Massacre of March 5th, 1770. 
● 1010L - 1020L 

Evidence of Cultural and Linguistic Responsiveness:  
● Who is represented in the text used to assess this cluster of standards?   

British soldiers and members of a "patriot" mob. Some important historical figures are mentioned, 
such as John Adams. 

● How are those groups and individuals portrayed?  
There are two groups mentioned and portrayed in the text: the British and the citizens of Boston 
(portrayed as also the rioters, or "patriot mob"). They are portrayed as enemies or rivals. 

● Does the text provoke critical questions about cultural and linguistic diversity, especially within 
marginalized communities?  
Some questions might arise around freedom of marginalized groups (in this case American colonists 
were marginalized by the British). The text seems very straightforward about one particular event in 
history: the Boston Massacre. 

● What supports are provided to teachers to identify blind spots?  
The text is part of a website and it provides an additional visual support, "The Bloody Massacre" 
engraving by Paul Revere. It says it is not an accurate depiction of the event but it provides a visual for 
context. 

● How is this text culturally/linguistically responsive?  
It might be considered culturally responsive as the American colonists were marginalized and were 
fighting for their freedom against their oppressors (the British). 
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RI.7.4 

VABB Analysis  

 

Validate  
The intentional and purposeful legitimization of the home culture 

and language of the student.  

Affirm  
The intentional and purposeful effort to reverse the negative 

stereotypes, images, and representations of marginalized 
cultures and languages promoted by corporate mainstream.  

Question: The text uses the adjectives "rebellious" and 
"rowdy" to describe the town and the people in 
Boston who were against the British. What are some 
positive and negative ideas/connotations you may 
have around these two words?  

 

ESR: Rebellious and rowdy may seem negative in 
general because they imply that the person may be 
disorderly, against authority, and showing 
disobedience and resistance. However, students may 
also find that rebellious and rowdy can be 
characteristics of a person who may be fighting for 
their ideals and  for change.  

 

Question: How did the tension and violence escalate 
in the city of Boston? 

   

ESR: The tension and violence was building in the 
city. One example is what happened with Private 
White at night on King Street. He felt threatened and 
hit a young apprentice with his musket. Soon he was 
surrounded, and a fight broke out. Then at the same 
time bells started to ring throughout town and 
people poured into the streets. We can see this is an 
example of one event escalating into violence and 
quickly getting out of control. 

Build  
Create the connections between the home culture/language and 

the school culture/language through instruction for success in 
school and the broader social context.  

Bridge  
Create opportunities for situational appropriateness that provides 

the academic and social skills that students will need to have 
success beyond school culture.  

Question: Violence and rioting on February 22nd, 1770 
ended with 11 year old Christopher Seider shot. 
Explain the injustice in this event. 

  

ESR: Christopher Seider was just an innocent child who 
was part of a crowd in the street when Richardson 
fired his gun. Even though he did not want to kill 
Seider, this was the result of uncontrolled violence and 
a consequence of living in an environment where 
inhabitants felt they had to constantly fight to be 
heard and respected. 

 

Question: What are other conflicts that you know of 
in your community, country, or world that are similar 
to the events described? 

 

ESR: Students' responses may vary but they may 
make connections to other readings, current events, 
or personal stories relating to the conflict. Especially 
if students are building from the previous question, 
they could be prompted to think about other 
instances in which children suffer injustices. 
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Layer 1: Universal Supports  
High-quality core instruction for all students  

In New Mexico we believe that all students deserve access to high-quality grade-level texts to show proficiency with reading and 
comprehension as outlined in the New Mexico standards. These universal supports provide core instruction that allow students 
to comprehend complex texts by providing access points and opportunities for deep thinking. 

1. Pre-teach Tier 2 Vocabulary Words  
● Tier 2 Vocabulary are words that are more likely to appear in text than speech. Pre-teaching these words before diving into a 

text allows students to better understand the text because their cognitive load can be focused more on comprehension. To learn 
more, please visit Resource Guide on Vocabulary Instruction with Complex Texts  

● Choose words that are not implicitly or explicitly defined within the text. 
2. Annotate/Create Text-Dependent questions to push student thinking to think about themes and central ideas, knowledge of vocabulary, 

or syntax and structure following the steps outlined in this resource guide. To learn more, please visit Resource Guide on Text Dependent 
Questions with Complex Texts 

● Crafting and using text dependent questions throughout a complex text allows the reader to chunk the text to better focus on 
meaning. They also teach the reader how to think deeply about a text and use evidence from the text to support that thinking. 

  
Universal Supports  

The details listed below apply to the specific text in the bottom-most box and are meant to offer examples of how universal supports can be 
planned for lessons using an appropriately complex text.   

Tier 2 Vocabulary to Preteach  Text Dependent Question  
Word: disperse 
 
Think Aloud: To disperse is a verb or an action that 
means to cause something to break up into smaller 
pieces. Similarly it can mean to cause a big crowd of 
people or a concentration of objects to spread out 
so that they are not all together in the same space. 
In this sense if people disperse, then they may be 
less crowded or they may have more space. 

Question: What are some examples of how the violence escalated 
in Boston on March 5th, 1770? 
 
ESR: First Private Hugh White struck one of the young boys with his 
musket, soon after that the private was surrounded and was being 
thrown snowballs and chunks of ice. First it did not seem like there 
should have been violence but very quickly violence started to 
become out of control. 

Tier 2 Vocabulary: 
“At about the same time, bells began to ring throughout the town. Bells at night meant fire, a disaster for the wooden-
built town. Men and boys poured into the streets as shouts of “Fire” were heard. As more colonists gathered on King 
Street, taunting the sentry and daring him to fight, White began to fear for his life and called for the main guard in the 
barracks beside the Town House (Old State House). Although the troops could not forcefully disperse the gathered 
townspeople without civilian authority, they could defend themselves. Captain Thomas Preston marched out a party of 
seven Grenadiers, the biggest men in the Regiment.” 
 
From “The Boston Massacre of March 5, 1770: The Event and Aftermath” by Revolutionary Spaces 
Link to Full Text 
 
Text Dependent Question: 
“Boston in 1770 had no street lamps. Monday, March 5th, was a cold and moonlit night. Snow covered the ground. 
Private Hugh White was the lone sentry on guard at the Custom House on King Street. What began as taunting between 
White and several young apprentices soon escalated to violence. After striking one of the young boys on the head with 
his musket, White found himself surrounded, pelted with curses, snowballs and chunks of ice.” 
 
From “The Boston Massacre of March 5, 1770: The Event and Aftermath” by Revolutionary Spaces 
Link to Full Text 

https://www.revolutionaryspaces.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/THE-BOSTON-MASSACRE-OF-MARCH-5-1770-IN-DOCUMENTS.pdf
https://www.revolutionaryspaces.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/THE-BOSTON-MASSACRE-OF-MARCH-5-1770-IN-DOCUMENTS.pdf
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Multiple Choice Assessment Items 

Grade CCSS Domain CCSS Strand 

7 Reading: Informational Text (RI) Key Ideas and Details 

RI.7.3 

One researcher observed wild rice plants that looked starved. According to “Wild Rice Under the 
Microscope,” what hypothesis did the researcher form? 
 

A. Plant roots use up nitrogen. 
B. Sulfates damage plant roots.  
C. The plants lack sufficient iron.  
D. Sulfates are more harmful than sulfides.  

 
Text Reference: “Wild Rice Under the Microscope” by John Myers from Cognia 
 
How will the research described in “Wild Rice under the Microscope” be used? 
 

A. To inform Minnesota lawmakers 
B. To confirm historical sulfate levels in lake water 
C. To settle disputes between the Ojibwe and the miners 
D. To force mining companies to pay for cleaning up nearby water 

 
Text Reference: “Wild Rice Under the Microscope” by John Myers from Cognia 
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Grade CCSS Domain CCSS Strand 

7 Reading: Informational Text (RI) Integration of Knowledge and 
Ideas 

RI.7.5 

Reread paragraph 4 from “The Tell-Tale Bacteria.”  
 
Which of the following best describes how paragraph 4 develops a central idea in the article.  
 

A. By explaining the ways in which fingerprints are unique to each person 
B. By explaining a university study examining similar hand microbes between friends 
C. By detailing how scientists identify unique hand microbes and fingerprints 
D. By expanding on the similarities between hand microbes and fingerprints 

 
Text Reference: “The Tell-Tale Bacteria” by Stephen Ornes from Cognia 
 
Which detail from paragraph 2 of “Cell Phone Tattlers” has the most significant impact on the meaning of 
the article?  
 

A. Scientists analyze DNA. 
B. DNA is similar to fingerprints.  
C. DNA is unique to each person.  
D. Detectives collect DNA samples.  

 
Text Reference: “Cell Phone Tattlers” by Emily Sohn from Cognia 

RI.7.6 

Which sentence from the article best shows the author’s point of view? 
 

A. “Blame your brain, at least in part.” (paragraph 1) 
B. “And that’s a serious public health problem.” (paragraph 9) 
C. “Crankiness can result, especially if you don’t feel well.” (paragraph 14) 
D. “And you can’t easily change your body’s natural circadian rhythm.” (paragraph 21) 

 
Text Reference: “Need Those ZZZZZs: Young Night Owls Still Require Plenty of Sleep” by Kathiann M. 
Kowalski  from New York State Testing Program Grade 7 ELA Test Released Questions 2021 
 
The author of the article balances different points of view on the issue of banning plastic bags by including 

A. information about plastic-bag bans in Europe and Asia. 
B. arguments from environmentalists and businesses on plastic-bag bans. 
C. data from scientists concerned with plastic bags in the environment. 
D. quotes from people living in American cities where plastic bags are banned. 

 
Text Reference: “Telling Plastic to ‘Bag it’” by Patricia Smith from New York State Testing Program Grade 7 
ELA Test Released Questions 2015   
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Grade CCSS Domain CCSS Strand 

7 Reading: Informational Text (RI) Integration of Knowledge and 
Ideas 

RI.7.7 

Which detail from “How Tides Work” does the first diagram best illustrate?  
 

A. “The earth attracts the moon, and the moon attracts the earth.” 
B. “The earth attracts the water most powerfully at two points, that nearest to it and that furthest 

away from it.” 
C. “The moon travels round the earth once in twenty-eight days, but because the rotation of the earth 

and the revolution of the moon differ, there are always slight differences in tide schedules, which 
occur at times a little more than every twelve hours.” 

D. “The sun, as well as the moon, attracts the ocean, but with less power, since it is so much further 
away.” 

 
Text Reference: “How Tides Work” by Archibald Williams from Cognia 
 
In “How Tides Work,” how does the second diagram help the reader understand the author’s ideas? 
 

A. It demonstrates how long it takes the moon to travel around the earth.  
B. It shows what portion of the earth’s surface is covered with water.  
C. It illustrates the difference between tides and ocean currents.  
D. It gives a visual image of how spring tides and neap tides work.  

 
Text Reference: “How Tides Work” by Archibald Williams from Cognia 
 

RI.7.9 

Both Lewis Latimer and John Deere were determined to succeed. How were their paths to success similar? 
How were their paths to success different? Use details from both articles to support your response.  
 
In your response, be sure to 

● Explain how their paths to success were similar 
● Explain how their paths to success were different  
● Use details from both articles to support your response 

 
Text References: “A Sticky Problem for Farmers” by Nathan Aaseng and “Lewis Latimer” by Stephen Currie 
from New York State Testing Program Grade 7 ELA Test Released Questions 2015   
 
In “Excerpt from Buddha Boy” and “Excerpt from One + One = Blue,” both Justin and Basil take chances that 
they learn from. What chances do they each take? What do they learn about themselves through the 
conversations and events in each story? Use details from both stories to support your response.  
 
In your response, be sure to 

● Explain what chances Justin and Basil each take 
● Explain what they learn about themselves through the conversations and events in each story  
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● Use details from both stories to support your response 
 
Text References: “Excerpt from Buddha Boy” by Kathe Koja and “Excerpt from One + One = Blue” by MJ Auch 
from New York State Testing Program Grade 7 ELA Test Released Questions 2016 
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Text Reference for MC Assessment Item RI.7.3 
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Text Reference for MC Assessment Item RI.7.5 
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Text Reference for MC Assessment Item RI.7.5 
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Text Reference for MC Assessment Item RI.7.6 
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Text Reference for MC Assessment Item RI.7.6 
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Text Reference for MC Assessment Item RI.7.7 
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Text Reference for MC Assessment Item RI.7.9 
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Text Reference for MC Assessment Item RI.7.9 
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Text Reference for MC Assessment Item RI.7.9 
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Text Reference for MC Assessment Item RI.7.9 
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